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Congratulations

to all model flyers who
participated at the Nationals.
Full results can be found at
MFNZ Nationals Results

Congratulations to the organising committee.

Sorry I don’t have photos of all the PNA
representatives who flew at the event.
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Presidents Report
Report kindly submitted by Mike Randell
you want to have a go, let me know.

Well Christmas is over, I hope all had a great
one, with plenty of food and drink all with family
and loved ones. I know I did and ate too much.
As we move into the New year some are still
on holiday so please drive safe.

If you have any stories or any new builds let
Linda know, she also likes photos.

As you saw by my email Rene has resigned
from the committee, at the next AGM there will
be vacancies on the committee so please if

See you at the field

MFNZ Nationals at Clareville

Hi Guys,

Rene requested that I
don’t put in any more
photos of the Wilga then
tried to disguise it in a
couple of sleeping bags!

(Email me at editor@aeroneers.com Thank
you, Linda)

Mike
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From the Editors Desk
Linda Lambess, 115 Tiro Tiro Road, Levin.
Ph 06 2102910, 0212106139
editors email
Enjoyed our few days away in Carterton
attending our first Nationals. It is obviously a
huge event to administer with so many events
spread over five venues and kiwis do not like to
pre-register at events making early preparation
much harder.
It all comes down to
communication—entrants advising organisers
and vice versa.
Communication—one of my favourite words—it
is the maker and breaker of most relationships
be it personal or professional. Today there are
so many ways to “talk” to people verbally and
digitally via email, text, messenger, facebook
to name a few, however, these methods are
causing so many problems. They are quickly
written and gone in just a push of the button.

N
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Often they are not re-read prior to sending and
can be ambiguous, contain errors changing
the meaning. I am sure Donald Trump will go
down in history for his constant tweets which he
may have had second thoughts about.
And while we are having second thoughts lets
give some thought to the future direction of the
club and the upcoming annual general
meeting. Please if you are able to take on a
role on the committee put your hand up now
and prevent the scenario of electing people
on the night because there is no one else to
take over the position.
I have put my hand up to edit your clubs newsletter for another year, what are you prepared
to do for your club?
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Add your piece
to the puzzle
- editor@aeroneers.com

s
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2 Metre Glider 2019 Summary
Thanks to Bruce Woodfield for this report.
February
10 Flyers enjoyed beautiful weather with lots of
good lift and close competition. Flemming
revealed his new Glider with a CLM-Pro
fuselage and his own design wing. Bruce Dix
had joined Aeroneers and showed up for his
first competition. Our 2018 Champion won the
day and thus challenged everyone else to
beat him this year.

home. Mike won the day with three very nice
flights.

August
No flying because the field was waterlogged. I
have never seen it so wet - almost a lake all
over.

March
12 Flyers arrived to fly in nice weather with a
light variable breeze and not much lift. Bruce
McKay won again with Phil Pearpoint second
again. Three Gliders suffered damage from
inconveniently place fences, screwdrivers and
hard clay surfaces.

April
9 Flyers competed in a variable breeze without
any significant lift being found. Flemming won
the day being only six seconds off the possible
score.

Photo taken September 2016

May
8 Flyers enjoyed perfect gliding conditions,
achieving high scores from close competition.
Five Flyers scored over 800 and Flemming
scored two perfect rounds and finished only
seven seconds off the possible 870. Flemming
donated two new silicone bungees which will
give consistent tow and which should resist UV
for a long time.

June
5 Flyers showed up - the rest being on holiday
for QB weekend. Phil won the day only seven
seconds off the possible.

July
6 Flyers arrived to fly, the rest stayed in bed
since the last few days had dumped a LOT of
rain, but the field was in good condition. The
breeze was good for great launches, but the
air was cool and lift absent. Two owners of hi
-tech Gliders left a wing and a wing joiner at

September
8 Flyers arrived to fly in perfect conditions on
the first day of Spring. Good launches were
achieved into not much lift.
Only Philip
managed to stay up for 5 minutes which time
enabled him to overtake Flemming in the YTD
stakes.

October
6 or so Flyers arrived at the gate all keen, but
all went home disappointed by a wind too
strong for glider flying.

November
8 Flyers enjoyed perfect weather. There was
no wind at 0900 so the bungees were not set
out until 0930 when some consistency evinced
from North and West. The breeze remained
variable in strength and direction throughout
the morning and lift was hard to find. There
was only one flight over 4 minutes, but only by
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2 Metre Glider 2019 Summary
Thanks to Bruce Woodfield for this report.
2 seconds.
finally.

Bruce Woodfield won the day,

Philip and Flemming both scored 100% landing
points throughout the year - a remarkable
achievement.
Congratulations
performance.

Philip

for

a

The Aeroneers Vista is always ready to fly for
those Members who want to fly on Glider day
and we hope that both Len and Warren will
assemble their Gliders and compete this year.
See you all 2 February.

consummate

2019 Results
YTD
Philip Pearpoint
Flemming Ravn
Bruce Woodfield
Peter Vining
Bruce McKay
Mike Randell
Greg Findon
Merv Matthews
Bruce Dix
Wayne Bilham

5923
5494
4475
4599
3829
3688
2910
2747
2476
1794

Less lowest score
513
452
0
351
0
0
0
0
0
0

2019 Achievement
5410
5042
4475
4248
3829
3688
2910
2747
2476
1794

First
Second
Third
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Vintage Report
Thanks to Philip Pearpoint for this report.
Well Christmas has been and gone, I hope all
Vintage flyers found what they needed for
another year of fun competition under the
Christmas tree.
February the 9th will see us start this years
competition again, with some very determined
to improve their results this year!
It is a pity that we have not yet held a
prize giving for last years competition, the new
incoming committee should relook at prize
giving format to make it more accessible for all

to attend the clubs annual get together.
I am going to suggest that we hold Vintage
Prizegiving (at least) on the club BBQ evening
this month. Will confirm this asap.
See you all at the BBQ and Sunday (9th of
February),
Philip.

Next vintage
9 February 2020
See you there!
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Vintage at the 2020 Nationals
Thanks to Philip Pearpoint for this report.
I entered Vintage Precision at this years
Nationals at Clareville for the first time.
After driving into an amazing blood red sunrise
caused by the Aussie smoke I arrived early to
register at HQ for the event.
First problem!... I wasn't allowed to register
unless I could supply the contact phone
number of Bradley, my next of kin. Apparently
Vintage Flyers have the biggest chance of
suffering an accident or having a medical
event while attending the Nationals…
I wonder why that is!!??
With that sorted I found my way to RC field 2, a
recently mowed
hay
paddock
with a 15 metre
mowed
circle
and takeoff strips.
I was made to
feel most welcome by those
already
there
and soon the various Vintage classes got under
way.
The day was perfect for Vintage
flying, over 30 degrees with big
strong
thermals
coming through
all day.
Vintage at Nationals is flown exactly as we do
in the club, but with the addition of an age
bonus (for models not flyers!). I was flying
Bradleys Trenton Terror which is 1938 and has
an age bonus of 12 points. So with the possible
200 points per round from flying a perfect 3
minutes plus landing points, it is possible to
score 212 per round, although points are only

counted to the maximum of 200 .
My first round went well, only 3 seconds off the
3 minutes plus landing points. A max in my first
nationals flight! My second flight was even
better 3 minutes exactly, 2 flights 2 maxes!
Nothing to this Nationals stuff I thought! My
final flight started well and I was on track for
another good time when about 40 metres out
from landing a big thermal gust came through,
blew my hat off and stalled the model which I
had to dive to reach the landing spot. I made
the spot but shortened my flight time. With the
age bonus applied I was 4 seconds short of
another max. Gutted!
Four other competitors went on
to score 3 maxes
and
so
progressed to the
flyoff to
determine 1st to 4th
place with me
ending up 5th. So,
while a little disappointed I still
had a fun day
and as a bonus
didn't have a
medical event!!
Bruce Woodfield
also entered but
couldn't gain any
landing points over his 3 flights. Some of these
Vintage flyers may not be spring chickens, but
they know how to fly, and if you don't score 3
maxes you are not likely to be in the placings.
I will try again next year and hope some others
from our club will enter Vintage at the
Nationals too.
Philip.
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Tomboy 2019 Summary
Thanks to Bruce Woodfield for this report.
Only five events were flown during 2019, as
weather permitted, involving five contestants
plus one opportunist for one event.
The four regular flyers were very pleased to
welcome Terry Lawless to fly with us. Terry had
purchased one very nice little red and white
Tomboy
at
Rene's
Open
Day
and
acquired
another
from
a
legitimate
source. Bruce McKay was invited to fly one of
these pretty little model planes in order to
bolster numbers and, I think, to test fly one
plane. Unfortunately Terry has had troubles
with his Tomboys which have prevented many
good flights, but Terry is an active constructor
and keen flyer and will certainly be
competitive next year.
The most accurate Pilot is Peter who scored 11
out of 12 landings inside the box. Bruce scored
8 of 14, Flemming 6 of 15, Greg 5 of 8 and Terry
2 of 7. These Pilots need some serious landing
practise. Bruce scored longest flights 6 of 14,
Flemming 5 of 15, Greg 3 of 8, Peter 1 of 12 and
Terry 0 of 7.
The trends are plain - Some pilots need landing
practise, some owners need to trim their
aeroplanes better, or practise finding those
elusive upward air currents. At least one owner
needs to exchange his old four cylinder flat
head side valve donk with a modern V8.

Greg had trouble at the beginning of the
year. On the first flights of both April and May
his Tomboy chose to dive instead of climb, but
he did score both first down points and landing
points. Greg would not admit to having either
the wrong plane selected or to having the
elevator reversed, but he did claim that his
Tomboy flew OK on other days. Ladderman
did not figure out why his Tomboy flew LH orbits
on 10 November - it flew straight and level
during the third round.
All year Ladderman has had trouble with his
speed controller cutting the power halfway up
the first climb. During September Ladderman
fitted a new speed controller, but this device is
faulty and will not set the brake, thus spoiling
the glide and accounting for last placings for
October and November events. Another new
speed controller will be fitted before 9 February
2020.
Next year is Leap Year which conveniently
provides a free day, a Saturday, for tuning
Tomboys and practicing spot landings. Next
year we will have at least two more
competitors - Bruce McKay and Phil
Pearpoint. Any other Joiners---?
See you all February 9
Bruce Woodfield/Ladderman
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Peter’s Cruisemaster
Thank you Peter for write up and photos.

BELLANCA CRUISEMASTER
This aircraft was very popular around the early
1950s mainly in the USA. It is a four-seater and
was comfortable to travel in.
The model plan was created by Jerry Bates
and a short kit was cut out by “Hangar one”.
It is a great plan to follow but you have to be
thinking two steps ahead.
The front half is built first and then the rear stick
build to follow. There are a number of curves
that involve spruce. The steam unit had to be
called on many a time.
The wing span is 107 inches. It is powered by a
30cc DLE engine. The retracts are Robart
electric. As per scale one-third of the wheels
hang outside of the wing. This allowed the aircraft to land on them even if the undercarriage did not extend.
I joined a website called “RSC” in USA. This
was great to see how other modellers had
built this aircraft. This was just one of hundreds
of projects on the site. It costs US$20 a year to
belong. Their product help sites for sourcing
model gear is the best I have seen.
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Peter’s Cruisemaster
Thank you Peter for write up and photos.

CLUB NIGHT

BYO BBQ,
at the field, January 23
watch the website for more information.

Flying, Food, Friends
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Ivan’s DC3 gets painted!
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Spitfire v bomb
.

Can we stop for a sec' and give a thank you
thought for the shear courage and bravery of
our Spitfire pilots keeping London and the
Home Counties safe .....here is one of those
men trying to flip a V1 Rocket to stop it crashing into homes and buildings... these were relentless for months on end the rockets kept
coming and the RAF, Home Guard and Royal
Artillery kept bringing them down wherever
and however they could.
At first V1's were shot down by gunfire. Optimum range was inside 200 yards, which was
marginal for survival. Many planes were damaged and quite a few pilots killed when V1's
exploded in mid air. Basically at such high
speed and low altitude a plane had to fly
though the explosion and hope to avoid severe damage.
With the high risk of being blown up some of
the best pilots started tipping the V1's wing,
because of damage to wing tips they later

Above graphic from Forces Network website.

developed a tactic of disrupting the airflow by
placing their wing very close to the V1's wing,
causing it to plummet downward like a brick.
Not every pilot did this. At night this was not
possible, the flame from the V1 blinded the
pilot to everything else, though some Mossie
pilots flew past closely in front of the V1, again
causing it to topple. The thought of doing this
at 450mph, 4,000 feet above the ground, at
night and being blinded gives pause for
thought.
Find out more here: Did Spitfires Really Ram V1
Bombs Out Of The Sky? https://
www.forces.net/radio/did-spitfires-really-ramv1-bombs-out-sky
British & Commonwealth Forces Facebook
page
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Bits and Bobs

Club Fuel
Methanol—$2.75 a litre
Nitro—$32.43 a litre
Oil—$20 a litre

Photo taken by a friend which goes to prove
that “helicopters don’t fly, they vibrate so
badly that the ground rejects them.” Tom
Clancy.
In case you are wondering—this machine flew
away moments later—rotor blade was intact.

Remember
to keep

batteries, fuel
electrics, and
foamies cool.

Check out our website for updates
on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/
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Decals
Airbrush;
Paasche Model H single action.
Undercarriage;
Dubro, 60 size (new).
Undercarriage;
fibreglass 60 size.
Undercarriage;
40 size ali with 3” wheels .
Cowl;
fi-glass, round (radial style).
Wheels;
4.7”.
Wheels;
4” - foam.
Props;
3 orange, GWS.
Air line;
Badger flexi line.
Power Panel,
Texson field panel.
Goldberg retract legs.
Props;
Master 7*6, APC 7*5, 1 of ea
Plan;
Cessna Bird Dog, 1220 span.

$50
$15
$10
$10
$10
$5
$5
$5
$15

Water slide
transfer
Simple to apply

A6 sheet — $5.00
2 — large 6 cm decals
3 — medium 4 cm decals
5 — small 2.5 cm decals

A4 sheet — $10.00
6 — large 7.5 cm decals
5 — medium 5 cm decals
23 — small 2.5 cm decals

Order from Flemming Ravn,
ravnf@outlook.com
Collect at flying field.

$10
$10
$3
$10

Call or TXT; Maurice Job, 021670689

January:
No competitions
20 January—Wellington Anniversary Day
23 January—BYO BBQ—club night
30 January—deadline for Servo Chatter

February:

1 February—2 metre gliders
9 February—vintage and tomboy
16 February—Radian
27 February—deadline for Servo Chatter

To all club members having a
birthday this month.

Schools
out,
Look
out.
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Events— local and out of town
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
.

Club Website, : www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com
Club Flying Site: End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

The Committee
President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com
Club Captain:
Geoff Hall
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848
Len Ruby
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378
Barry Parker

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

Annual Club Subscriptions
Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $160
Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $165
Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club
membership = $45
Associate $40
Associate Flying $72
MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50
Subs are per annum.
Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.
Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Tama of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

